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SHAWCO

ABOUT SHAWCO
HEALTH:

Since 1943, SHAWCO, the Students’ Health and
Welfare Centres Organisation, has developed a
reputation
for
delivering
quality
primary
healthcare in under-resourced communities in
Cape Town, South Africa. SHAWCO is a University
of Cape Town student-run, non-profit community
outreach organisation. It relies on over 100
volunteer doctors and 800 medical and allied
health science students in all years of study to
ensure that these student-run free clinics
continue to be delivered.

SHAWCO
Health

SHAWCO (Students’ Health and Welfare Centres
Organisation) Health provides free primary
healthcare (PHC) to different developing
communities within the Cape Metropol. We
offer services at a PHC level in terms of
women’s health, family health, paediatrics and
health and rehabilitation to approximately
4000 patients every year. SHAWCO Health coordinates eight student-run clinics each week
in over 12 developing communities: six clinics
which operate at night from Monday to
Wednesday
in
various
Cape
Town
communities; one paediatric clinics every
month; and a Women's Health Clinic every
month which serves refugees in association
with the Scalibrini Centre. Each clinic has a
qualified doctor to supervise the volunteer
students, and a registered dispensing nurse
who oversees the clinic pharmacy. All services
and treatment is offered free of charge to
patients. SHAWCO Health, along with SHAWCO
Education, is one of the 2 major sectors of
SHAWCO. It is a dynamic, innovative and
passionate student-run organisation based at
the University of Cape Town.

Introducing The Inside Shawco Newsletter:
Welcome to the first edition of SHAWCOs News-Corner! We are delighted to have you join us on this
journey. We will be sending out a quarterly newsletter to keep you updated and our most exciting
events and their outcomes. This Newsletter will be a way for everyone to stay in touch and be kept up
to date on the progress that SHAWCO Health has made in 2022. In the first quarter of 2022, we have
made great strides to give back to our community here in the Western Cape.
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This is what has
happened in the first
few months of 2022:
Clinics:
Our monitoring and evaluation team tracks
our patient numbers and in this month alone
we have already hit the 200-patient
milestone, with a record of 203 patients
currently having been seen at our clinics.
This year we have decided as a team that
the clinics we are having will include;
Simthandile, New Rest, Masiphumelele,
Brown’s Farm, Imizamo Yethu and Hangberg.
We started our monthly implementation of
student and doctor incentive social media
posts, uploaded by the Marketing Team. The
Doctor of the Month Award for March went to
Dr Megan Boake. And we currently have the
Student-led research team on vaccine February was the beginning of some of the drafted
hesitancy joining us for the next 8 weeks at plans for SHAWCO OT 2022. The month started off with
our clinic visits.
confirming supervisors for the year, including those
for the new school-based clinic, Paediatrics clinics,
and Physical Health clinics. Once the subcommittee is
complete, the priority will be for the Paediatrics team
to meet with our school-based supervisor and
develop our school-based clinic plans further.
March was an eventful month, starting with the
election of our subcommittee. All our positions were
filled, and the committee consists of Paeds reps,
Mental Health rep, Marketing rep, SARDA rep and
secretary. We have an excellent team and are looking
forward to making our OT goals a reality this year!

Physiotherapy and
Occupational Therapy:

March also saw the start of our SARDA and Paeds
clinics. Our first SARDA clinic was on the 18th of March,
and we had 5 PT sign-ups and 5 OT sign-ups to make
a total of 10 volunteers. All went well once volunteers
were at the clinic, and we had enough volunteers to
accommodate all riders and for volunteers to take a
break if they needed. Our first Paeds clinic followed on
the 19th of March. We secured a supervisor and
sufficient volunteers. In the month of April, we are
looking forward to the last three SARDA clinics of this
block. The dates are the 8th , 22nd , and 29th of April.
We are also having our first Mom and Baby clinic on
the 9th of April and second Paeds clinic on the 23rd of
April.

Paediatrics:
In our Paediatric portfolio we have managed
to secure 7 subcommittee members who will
oversee health promotion and marketing.
Last year SHAWCO Paeds developed a
cookbook of culturally and economically
appropriate recipes alongside nutrition facts
and tips. This book is currently in printing and
in the next couple weeks we’ll receive 100
hardcopies in colour to hand out at our
clinics. We have communicated our desire to
have a poll on the SHAWCO Health Instagram
account with PR and Marketing. The poll aims
to gauge interest from the public about the
masterclasses and what topics would be
preferred by the student population. We have
met with the Rural Support Network in midJanuary 2022, and we agreed tentatively on
the month of May 2022 to host the Fire Safety
Talks. RSN said that they would need some
time to sort out their calendar before we set
the dates in stone, but we will prompt
communication as we have been waiting
since.

Health Promotion:
In health promotion we have decided to do
monthly themes. So far, we have completed
communicable
and
non-communicable
diseases. Our Zumba evening was held on the FHS
field at 6pm-8pm on Thursday, 3 March 2022. We
secured an awesome Zumba instructor who led
the class with passion. We also provided popcorn
and protein bars for the event. Due to the success
of our first Zumba session, we are thinking of
potentially having another session this year.
March was communicable diseases month where
we spoke about TB, HIV and COVID-19. We created
pamphlets that we handed out during our
weekday clinics. The team also spent time
conducting an SWS Instagram Live for peer
counselling.

Student Development:
With our portfolio we have achieved a lot in just a few months. We have spoken to TANC and they
are kindly sponsoring 5 scrub tops, which will be a prize for students who complete their entire
clinic card. And for the first week of the 2022 clinics, we hosted a pizza week where Butlers agreed
to give us a 33% discount to order 6 pizzas for each day of the first week of clinics. Plaza Day was
held on the 4th March 2022. It was done in-person, which was extremely beneficial for sign-ups,
and getting students involved. We currently have 449 participants on Vula, who have all signed up
on Peoplesoft. Plaza Day was run by the committee taking turns to man the stand, which was
organized via a Google Doc, to see when committee members could be at the stand. And plaza
day ran successfully with no mishaps.
This year the team brought back the clinic buddy
system and this project is in full action, with
clinical years and pre-clinical years being paired
up. Each clinical year has about 3⁄4 pre-clinical
years and have been asked to ensure they get
into contact with them to plan clinic visits. In the
months of April and June we plan on having a
basic skills workshop and a June holiday clinic so
keep an eye out for out updates.

Women's Health:
For our Women’s Health portfolio this year we have confirmed collaborations with prestigious NGOs
including Cora Projects, Sisters Incorporated, MamaFLo, and SWEAT. During February, we were also
able to spend time confirming our subcommittee for 2022. In March we hosted our Women's Health
Student Skills Workshop in Collaboration with Student Development. The sign-ups were overflowing,
and the attendance was good. The workshop was very successful and there was great interest
from students for more workshops in future. We had our First Women's Health Clinic at Kensington.
Although we experienced some challenges, it was an overall success. We saw 28 women in total
and performed 8 pap smears. Our Scalabrini Open Online Workshop was held on 23rd of March.
The topic was "The female body and how it works". It was a huge success with very good
attendance from the Scalabrini women. Two of our subcomm members (Bianca & Hannah)
attended a workshop hosted by The Cora Project in Woodstock where they provided a talk on
Menstruation and Reproductive health. We are also preparing for our first Mom & Baby Clinic on 9th
of April. We are still trying to secure a volunteer doctor for the clinic. We will be in touch with our
Paeds colleagues in planning for the clinic. We have another Scalabrini online workshop on the 20th
of April. The topic will be confirmed closer to the time. We still plan to officially announce the name
change. We will be in touch with the Marketing team to finalize this. We just realize that there will be
a lot of changes to make administratively in the process.

Speech Therapy:
So far in speech therapy the team has
accomplished a lot over these past few
months. In February we were able to select
our subcommittee and have the first meeting
with them.
We have recruited many volunteers for our
Paediatric speech clinics and ran a very
successful Paediatric speech clinic on the 19
March 2022. On top of all of this we even
managed to confirm CPD point for our
supervisors. In the upcoming months we plan
to create more posters about speech therapy
and distribute them to future supervisors, and
we have decided to create pamphlets on
speech developmental milestones for the
parents that attend the clinics to be more
informed on how to monitor their child's
development in the community. Finally our
next clinic will be on the 23 April 2022.

Marketing:
In marketing we have spent a lot of time on increasing SHAWCOs social media presence. We were
able to have reached +73.5% more accounts and have engaged with 237% more accounts this
month than over the course of December 29th to Jan 27th. We spent most of our time promoting
of SHAWCO events and activities in March, as well as subcommittee applications (women's
health/health promo/paeds/clinics SC applications, clinics resuming, pizza week, Zumba evening).
We have also promoted SHAWCO for sign-ups at plaza day, created an announcement video for
the 2022 steering committee and created whatsApp “thank you” stickers to send to doctors after
every clinic. In March we created an informative and fun infographic video to promote ear and
hearing health in celebration of World Hearing Day. We also collaborated with the health
promotion portfolio to run a live stream to explain to our followers what services are available
through the Student Wellness Service and how one can access them. in the upcoming months we
plan on, Contacting Scrub brands for sponsorship of SHAWCO Health branded scrubs for the
committee and competitions and posting Doctor of the Month appreciation posts on Instagram in
collaboration with Clinics.
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Meet Our Team
President and Vice Presidents

2022 Projects
Mentorship and Mental Health

Podcast

Important topics have been discussed in the hopes
to spread awareness and give support to students
with regard to Mental Health. The feedback from
viewers and listeners has been amazing!

Workshops
Workshops began on the 5th of March 2022.
Volunteers and social work students travel to high
schools bi-weekly. All volunteers were well prepared
as they had a training session before the workshops
commenced.

Careers portal

We are currently focused on the running of the two
programmes, will return to our collaboration with
careers portal at a later date. Topic’s for these videos are
already organised.

2022 Projects

Digital Literacy & The Afterschool Learning Programme
The Digitial Literacy programme has helped
Grade 11 students in various ways. Some of
the topics covered in these sessions
include hardware and software as well as
Microsoft Office essentials.

The Afterschool Online Learning Programme takes place
every Friday. Thus far, our volunteers have helped students
with creating Gmail accounts, which in turn, gives students
access to various free resources for learning. Our
volunteers have also helped students with their homework.

2022 Projects

Read Today Lead Tomorrow
Our partnership with SEBCID, HBUFC (Hout Bay United Football
Community), DGHOH (Denis Goldberg House of Hope) and
FUNDZA has been a massive success. Training for the volunteers
took place on the 26 February 2022, where volunteers were trained
both by FUNDZA and SHAWCO leaders. This was a major success
with us having an excess number of volunteers.

2022 Events
Clothing Drive
After the fire at Masephumelele, we started a clothing drive that was advertised on our
socials and at the residences around campus during the first week of February. This was a
massive success as we were able to collect a large amount of clothing and we hope to see
such success in future SHAWCO education initiatives.

Milkwood Run
Another successful collaboration with SHAWCO Health! Our volunteers hosted
another water station for Milkwood run on the 13 February and had a wonderful
time even though they woke up at 3:00 on a Sunday.

2022 Events
Office clean up day
Our senior leadership came together and took it
upon themselves to organise and clean the SHAWCO
Offices. Whilst hard at work, we found SHAWCO
memories from 1967-to 1990. We had great fun and
the team was able to bond!

